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AI for Good
Coordinating radio-frequency spectrum and assigning orbital slots for satellites

Bridging the digital divide

Establishing global standards

ITU Radiocommunication (ITU-R)

ITU Standardization (ITU-T)

ITU Development (ITU-T)

193 MEMBER STATES

+900 PRIVATE SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS

+150 ACADEMIA MEMBERS

3 Sectors
THE leading action-oriented, global & inclusive United Nations platform on AI

ALL YEAR, ALWAYS ONLINE

- Organized by
- 40 UN Organizations
- Co-convened by
Accelerating UN SDGs

Less than 10 years to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

AI holds great promise.
| The Goal |

- **Identify** practical applications of AI
- **Scale** solutions for global impact
- **Accelerate** progress towards the UN Sustainable Development Goals
AI for Good | 40 UN Organizations
Global audience reach

We bring together 1000s of influential and inclusive audience of leaders, innovators, and problem solvers

- AI pioneers
- C-level industry executives
- High-level government officials
- United Nations decision-makers
- Start-up founders
- Non-profit organizations
- Creative technologists
- The next generation of changemakers
Neural Network

- Your AI powered matchmaking community platform, connecting AI innovators with problem owners
  - Smart matching of people to people, needs and content
  - Secure face to face virtual networking and networking events
  - Virtual exhibits, poster boards and galleries
  - Personalized programme of past, current and future content

- WWW.AIFORGOOD.ITU.INT
AI for Good Global Summit

Accelerating the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

6 - 7 July 2023
Geneva, Switzerland

aiforgood.itu.int
AI: AI for Health
ITU-WHO Focus Group

AI: AI and Internet of Things
for Digital Agriculture
ITU Focus Group

AI: AI for Natural
Disaster Management
ITU Focus Group

AI: Machine Learning
and 5G
ITU Focus Group

AI: AI for Environmental
Efficiency
ITU Focus Group

AI: AI and Data Commons
Global Initiative

AI: AI for Road Safety
Global Initiative

AI: AI for Autonomous
and Assisted Driving
ITU Focus Group

UN Special Envoy for Road Safety

UN Envoy on Technology

UN Special Envoy for Road Safety

UN Envoy on Technology
United Nations Activities on Artificial Intelligence (AI)

2021
Attend: Join weekly sessions and learn; something for everyone on all SDGs

Network: Find experts, partners, collaborators inside and outside the UN

Be visible: Leverage Neural Network to share AI activities

Programming: Join existing panels or propose new jointly curated sessions

Collaborate: Join Focus groups, challenges, initiatives to work on building blocks of AI for Good

Innovate: Use platform to propose new activities, initiatives, pitching sessions & challenges
Shape the future of #AlforGood

Volunteers welcome!
Please reach out for details

aiforgood.itu.int